Abstract--The pitch curve of noncircular gears is usually determined by kinematical requirements such as position, velocity, and acceleration. However, it is usually difficult to obtain a tooth profile that complies with kinematical requirements. A Fourier series approximation method is proposed to approximate the pitch curve. Based on the approximated pitch curve, a mathematical model of the tooth profile of noncircular gears is derived. The proposed mathematical model is very flexible with sufficient accuracy and can also be used to process the reverse engineering problem of the existing noncircular gears. (~)
NOMENCLATURE

INTRODUCTION
The kinematical behavior of noncircular gears is similar to the cam-follower mechanism except that the noncircular gear set is a positive transmission. Noncircular gear set can be used to transmit varied gear ratio with good accuracy, higher power density, ease for dynamic balance, and compact in size. However, the mathematical model for tooth profile of noncircular gears is rather difficult to derive.
The most typical examples of application of noncircular gears are as follows, (i) as the deriving mechanism for a linkage to modify the displacement function of the velocity function, and (ii) for the generation of a prescribed function.
The applications of noncircular gear include the Geneva mechanism with modified angular velocity, the Bopp and Reuter meters for the measurement of the discharge of liquid, and the automatic planting machine for agriculture.
Litvin [1, 2] proposed a methodology by extending from tooth evolute to generate tooth profile of noncircular gears. Kuczewski [3] used spur gears to locally mimic ellipse gears. Chang [4, 5] developed a mathematical model for modified elliptical gears. Most mathematical models proposed are limited to certain type of pitch curve [6, 7] .
In this paper, a methodology is proposed to establish tooth profile of noncircular gears. The pitch curve or motion relationship between gears (a motion program) is approximated by applying Fourier series technique. The numerical accuracy of the pitch curve can be controlled by effective terms ofthe Fourier series in the cost of computation time. Based on the equation of approximated pitch curve, generalized equations of tooth profile and design limits of noncircular gears are derived. Computer-aided design software for noncircular gears is developed based on the proposed methodology. Similar methodology can be used to process the reverse engineering problem of the existing noncircular gears. The proposed mathematical model is very flexible and with sufficient accuracy as shown by the presented numerical examples.
APPROXIMATE THE CENTRODE OF NONCIRCULAR GEAR BY FOURIER SERIES
In order to improve the flexibility in the design of pitch curve of noncircular gear, the Fourier series is applied to approximate either the pitch curve or the instantaneous gear ratio program. Applied coordinate systems are shown in Figure 1 . Coordinate systems Sl (xl,yl, zl) and $2(x2, Y2, z2) are rigidly attached to Gear 1 and Gear 2, respectively, while the coordinate system Sf(xf,yf, zf) is rigidly attached to the frame. There are two cases; one is for the known centrode curve and the other is for the known instantaneous gear ratio program as follows. 
The centrode of Gear 2, which is conjugated with the centrode of Gear 1, is represented in terms of ¢1 as r2 (¢5 (¢1)) = c -~ (¢1). The instantaneous ratio of angular velocities can be represented as
The angular relationship between rotation angles ¢1 and ¢2 are shown as the following equation,
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where C is the distance between gear rotation centers O1 and 02, and 42 is the rotation angle of Gear 2. (b) If the ratio of angular velocities m21(¢1) is known, gear ratio can be represented by the Fourier series F (2) (¢1) as There are two approaches to obtain the coefficients of Fourier series as follows.
(1) Assume the exact function F(J)(¢I) is known, the orthogonal trigonometric system is applied to obtain the coefficients as follows [8] ,
where a 0 (j) , a 1 (j), . .. , a~ ) , b~ j), ... , b~ ) E R are the coefficients of Fourier series.
(2) If the coordinate of tack points ((at, F(J)(al)), n = 1, 2, 3, 4,..., ) are known, where w is the number of tack points, numerical method [9] is applied to obtain the coefficients as follows,
where h is the number of effective terms of Fourier series, k is the total numbers of the unknown coefficients, [M] is the matrix of orthogonal trigonometric functions cos (nat) and sin (naz), [Q] is the matrix of numerical values FJ (a~), and [D] is the matrix of Fourier
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(13) If w = k, then coefficient matrix can be obtained by
If w > k, the least square method shall be used to obtain the approximated results,
[D 1 = ([M] T [M]) -1 [M] T [Q].
(15)
BASIC GEOMETRICAL CONSIDERATIONS OF THE NONCIRCULAR PITCH CURVE
The position vector Gp(¢p) of the pitch curve rp is represented in the Cartesian coordinate system Sp as shown in Figure 2 . 
The unit tangent vector tp can be derived as follows,
nP={-tPY} tp=
As shown in Figure 2 , the unit tangent vector at point I can be simplified as
where 7 can be obtained from equation (20) as follows, 7 = tan-1 (tp~, tpy).
(21)
The arc length A¢, measured from point N to point I on the pitch curve can be calculated by the following equation,
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The circumference arc length A2~r should equal to integer multiples to the pitch of rack cutter so as to keep all tooth profile complete, therefore, A2~r = ~rrnn, (23) where m is the module of gear, and n is the tooth number.
MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF THE RACK CUTTER
Assume the noncircular gear is generated by a rack cutter. There are some limitations on the concave portion of noncircular gear by using the rack cutter. However, the working part of tooth profile (the involute part) is virtually the same whether the gear is generated by a rack cutter or a shaper.
A standard rack cutter composes five curves as shown in Figure 3 . The parameters of the rack cutter include pressure angle ~, tip radius re, circular pitch Pc, and addendum hk. As shown in shift parameter Bp is the distance between the rack center and the origin Oc of coordinate system Sc.
where subscript p indicate which gear is being generated, p = 1 for Gear 1 and p = 2 for Gear 2.
Tangential shift parameter Bp is applied to synchronize the initial generating point of Gear 1 and Gear 2. 
THE MATHEMATIC MODEL OF GENERATED NONCIRCULAR GEARS
Assume the noncircular gear is generated by a rack cutter. As shown in Figure 4 , the pitch line of the rack cutter performs pure rolling on the pitch curve of noncircular gears during the generating process. The coordinate system Sc(X,, Yc), Sf(Xf,Yf), and Sp(Xp, Yp) are rigidly attached to the rack cutter, frame, and the generated gear, respectively. The generated gear rotates about a fixed center Op while the rack cutter translates without rotation in the plane. The relative velocity is zero at the instantaneous center I and the parameter Acp is the translational distance from the rack cutter origin point O~ to instantaneous center of rotation I. The coordinate transformation matrix from coordinate system S¢ to Sp is shown as follows, COS ] sin 7 cos 7 rp cos Cp + Acp 7
[Mpc]= -cos7 sin7 -rpsin¢p+A¢ sin7 .
Therefore, the locus of the rack cutter represented in coordinate system of the generated gear is
R(~ ) = [Mpc] R (1) (i = 1,2,...,5). (32)
According to the theory of gearing, the unit normal at the contact point must pass through the instantaneous center of rotation I. 
system S~ as follows, Equation of meshing may be represented in coordinate n(O ,(i)
(i --1,2,...,5),(33)
A¢~ = Bp 4 x(pS)=u(S)cos~osinT+(-Bp-(-~+u(5)sin~o))cosT+rpcosCp+A¢ cosT, y(pS)=u(5)cos~cosv+(-Bp-(-~+u(5)sin~v))sinv-rvsinCp+A, sinv, -hksec~o < u (i) < hk sec~ (i ----1,5).
According to equations (32), (33), (27), and (28), the root fillet of generated tooth profile can be represented by X(p 2) = (-hk + rcsin~-rccos0 (2)) sin 7
+ (-Bp + (-~ -hk tan~-rccos~) + rcsinO(2)) cosT + rpCOS¢, + A¢, cosT,
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Suppose that the undercutting points on the generated tooth profile of noncircular gears are generated by the working Curve 1 of the rack cutter. The relative velocity between the gear blank and the rack cutter, represented in coordinate system S¢, is shown as follows, This result is substantially the same as that obtained by Wu [10] and Chang [5] with Pv(¢p) is the radius of curvature of the pitch curve [1] . The basic data of this example is the same as provided by Chang [5] . As shown in Chang's paper [6] , an elliptical gear with module m = 5.0 mm, number of teeth n -= 45, pressure angle ~c = 20 °, radius of circular arc rc = 0.3m, and eccentricity e -= 0.608, major semi-axis a --125 mm, and the elliptical gear pitch curve, rl = (al (1 -e12))/(1 + el cos ¢1) is explicitly defined. Fourier series is used to simulate the elliptical gear's pitch curve. Since the function of elliptical pitch curve is an even function, the function can be simplified as rl = ~n=o[a~ cos(n¢l)]. Fourteen items of above-mentioned series are used to approximate the pitch curve. The coefficients a3o, a~ .... , a~3 are calculated by equation (9) and the calculated values are listed in Table 1 . The maximum deviation of the pitch curves between elliptical gear and approximated gear is less than 10 -a mm at ¢1 = zr as shown in Figure 5 . The tooth profile based on approximated pitch curve is shown in Figure 6 . The normal deviation of tooth surface between approximated gear and exact gear obtained by Chang's method is below 2 x 10 -5 mm as shown in Figure 7 in three typical teeth located at the major axis, minor axis, and ¢1 = 0.25r. The numerical results suggest that Ra~us Devia~on(mm) Figure 5 . The radius deviation of approximatedpRch curve of Example 1.
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rl " X1 Figure 6 . The elliptical gear generated based on approximated pitch curve.
approximated pitch curve and corresponding tooth profiles are fairly close to the theoretical ones and the deviations are controllable. The undercutting of this example is checked by equations (43)- (46). Figure 8 shows the radius of elliptical pitch curve and the corresponding curvature approximated by Fourier series. The minimum curvature [Pt Imin occurred at both end points of major axis of the ellipse and [Pl Imin = 78.8218 ram. The limiting value mmax of the gear module calculated by equation (44) is 9.22 ram, which is identical to the result provided by Chang [5] . Since the addendum of the rack cutter is just 5.0 mm, which is smaller than the limiting value of 9.22 mm. Therefore, undercutting will not occur on the tooth profile of the generated gear.
Example 2
Assume a pitch curve (Gear 1) of cam with seven tack points are given as listed in Table 2 . Based on the given pitch curve of Gear 1, we designed two conjugated gears with total gear ratios ~ equal to 1 and 2. Gear 1 rotates ~ revolutions per revolution of Gear 2. Assume that pressure angle ~ = 20 °, tip radius rc = 0.25m. The center distance C of the gear pair is obtained by equation (4) . Figure 10 shows the approximated Gear 1 and the conjugated noncircular gears with total gear ratios v equal to 1 or 2.
Example 3
Design a gear set with center distance C --150mm and Gear 2 rotates at a predetermined angular velocity ratio, d¢2 d¢1
and a predetermined angular acceleration, 
Example 4
This example is aimed to check whether the proposed mathematical model can be applied to simulate the concave pitch curve or not. Figure 13 shows the concave noncircular gear pair with pressure angle ~ --20 °, the module m = 0.9489mm, the teeth number of gears n = 100, the radius of circular arc rc = 0.15 m, and the center distance C = 90.921 mm. The numerical results show that mathematical model of working part of the tooth profile is acceptable while tooth profile in the root fillet may have some troubles. 
CONCLUSIONS
Fourier series and numerical techniques are applied to approximate the pitch curves or instantaneous gear ratio. Based on the approximated pitch curves, the mathematical model of the tooth profiles of noncircular gear is proposed. Equations for the undercutting are used to determine the design limitations of noncircular gears. According to the presented numerical results, following conclusions are drawn.
1. The proposed pitch curve approximation method is effective and can be used to design the tooth profile of noncircular gear with sufficient accuracy. 2. There are two possible ways to design noncircular gear set with discrete data. Either pitch curve or instantaneous gear ratio can be approximated by the discrete data set. According to the approximated pitch curve or instantaneous gear ratio, the tooth profiles of the noncircular gear can be easily derived. The proposed mathematical model is very flexible. 3. Undercutting equation is very helpful to determine the design parameters. 4. It is possible to design noncircular gear without exact equations for the tooth profile. This is very important to do the reverse engineering for existing noncircular gear set.
